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A CRITIQUE QUESTIONING HOW NEW ARE SOME OF THE CLAIMS MADE FOR FUEL 

SAVING INTERVENTIONS FROM THE CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE ROAD FREIGHT 

 
The Centre for Sustainable Road Freight was launched in December 2012 with £5.8 million funding for the first 

five years from the tax payer. It reported on work it was doing with the John Lewis Partnership (JLP). The 

question raised here is how much of the research was new, or as has been claimed, “ground breaking”? The 

reason for asking the question is threefold: firstly, was it wise to spend tax-payers’ money on research and 

development in areas that had been researched and tested previously, the results of which were publicly 

available and used by commercial companies for many years? Secondly, are the results being claimed in press 

releases such as the one below from the SMMT in August 2016 where a saving of 7% is claimed for the trailer 

alone correct? Thirdly, and if not, will this lead to commercial companies making incorrect decisions? 

 

Aero trailers bring significant fuel savings to Waitrose  

https://www.smmt.co.uk/2016/08/aero-trailers-bring-significant-fuel-savings-waitrose/ 

 

A similar claim of a 7% fuel saving for the trailer alone was made in Commercial Motor 01 Sep 2016 

 

From the Innovate.org website: 

 

Working with Professor David Cebon at Cambridge University and Professor Holger Babinsky, an expert in 

vehicle aerodynamics (also at Cambridge University) a range of fuel saving measures have been incorporated 

into demonstrator vehicles in order to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. Along with Cambridge University 

students, Professors Cebon and Babinsky, examined the aerodynamics of the rear of the trailer, under the 

trailer and between the trailer and the tractor without losing food space and remaining compatible with 

Waitrose's loading bays and existing equipment. 

 

       Figure 1 Waitrose JLP modified tractor unit and semi-trailer 

 

       Source: https://connect.innovateuk.org/web/energy-efficiency/article-view/-/blogs/waitrose-

releases-update-on-fuel-saving-measures-being-tested-by-cambridge-university-as-part-of-the-low-carbon-

truck-demonstration-

programme;jsessionid=B6B1772D40F3D224D1A6FFBA34A9D236.1?p_p_auth=05CqEHbK 

Accessed 28 December 2014 
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Modifications to the test vehicles included: 

 

1. A tapered 'boat tail' rear of trailer; 

2. Lower overall height of vehicle; 

3. Smooth trailer underside and open rear section of trailer to help air flow out from underneath; 

4. Tractor aerodynamic kit matched to trailer - with gaps filled; 

5. Tractor runs on gas, 'dual-fuel', using a mixture of gas and diesel; 

6. A low powered engine as the drag on the truck is reduced; 

7. The truck, with its efficient engine, will power the trailer rather than using a relatively inefficient 

engine in the trailer to refrigerate the delivery; 

8. Low rolling-resistance tyres. 

 

Cambridge University, working in collaboration with the John Lewis Partnership, conducted wind tunnel 

research to study the effects of aerodynamic drag on tractor-semitrailer combinations and the impact on fuel 

reduction. The project was completed in August 2012 and the findings evolved into a broader initiative 

together with Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh and six industrial partners. The collective have worked 

together to define best practice in aerodynamics which will be used by the Centre for Sustainable Road Freight 

and issued to its members. 

 

Cambridge University has a reputation for excellence, however it does not appear that any research was done 

as far as the current state of the art or recent work carried out regarding truck aerodynamics. It was stated 

that Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) had been used. CFD has improved a great deal in the last couple of 

decades, but it still has a long way to go before it can compete with the efficiency and accuracy of wind tunnel 

testing. CFD is good for early work and it does work well for streamlined bodies, but it does not work well in 

areas of turbulence, such as the tractor trailer gap and chassis area.  

 

As stated in the National Research Council of Canada Report on truck aerodynamics published in May 2012, 

“to simulate the aerodynamic performance of a road vehicle under representative conditions, for a typical 

highway speed of 100 km/hr, one should use a scale no smaller than 1/3
rd

.” The report also agrees with the 

view stated earlier that CFD cannot compete with the efficiency and accuracy of wind tunnel testing. 

 

The wind tunnel model that Cambridge University used was 1/10
th

 scale. A model of this size will only 

generate very basic data, it will not scale. Furthermore, the Cambridge University tunnel is only 1.7 metres 

wide and 1.1 metres high, as shown in Figure 2, so it cannot accommodate a larger more accurate model. 
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    Figure 2 Cambridge University Wind Tunnel and Model 

 

    Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/cambridgeuniversity-engineering/26209581523/in/album-

72157667326620760/ Accessed 28 December 2016 

 

A model of minimum scale of 1/3rd and a very much larger wind tunnel such as the Motor Industry Research 

Association (MIRA) Full Scale Wind Tunnel is required, this is the only full scale (for cars) wind tunnel in the 

UK. The AB Airflow model is a 4/10
th

 scale model shown in Figure 3 so is far superior to a 1/10
th

 scale model 

for accuracy. AB Airflow also have a 1/10
th

 scale model. 

 Figure 3 AB Airflow Model at the MIRA Full Scale Wind Tunnel                                 

 

Source: Valerian Dare-Bryan 1990 
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The MIRA Full Scale Wind Tunnel is 7.9 metres wide and 4.4 metres high. A 4/10
th

 scale tractor trailer model is 

the largest that can be yawed. 

 

A tapered 'boat tail' rear of trailer 

       Figure 4 Example of Earlier Aerodynamics 

 
       Source: Aerodynamics of Road Vehicles edited by Hucho, first published in the UK in 1987. Page 320: 

The “boat tail” is not new or advanced and its origins can be traced back to the 1930s and is known as a 

Kamm tail. 

This idea was improved on an aerodynamic Luton Van made by Besco Bodies in 1986 which was designed by 

Valerian Dare-Bryan
1
. This van developed in a wind tunnel had tapering to the sides and a better design on 

the roof. This improved roof was found to be more than 20% more effective and was then also used on a 

Department of Environment backed aerodynamic project on a TNT tractor trailer combination. This is 

described in an article on pages 44-45 of Commercial Motor of 20
th

 May 1993. Figure 5 below shows the panel 

on the rear of the trailer built by the Cartwright Group. 

 

                                                           
1
 Dare-Bryan previously worked in motor racing including Formula 1. He pioneered the air dam on sports and saloon cars 

and discovered ‘ground effect’ whilst working with Lotus. Dare Bryan now designs military vehicles and is a consultant to 

AB Airflow. 
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  Figure 5 Semi-trailer rear roof from the 1990 project 

 
  Source: AB Airflow 

The reason this design is improved on a Kamm tail is because it works better in yaw. Basically, it works better 

in real world conditions where the airflow is not precisely aligned with the vehicle’s direction. The sides to the 

taper on the 1986 design prevent air spilling off the side at the back and hence it is more efficient.  The 

reduction in wind averaged Cd for this design is 0.017 as compared to 0.014 for the sloping roof. 

Recommendation of this design has been included in Department for Transport Freight Best Practice Guides 

for at least 15 years. Land Rover have also used this design on the Freelander and Range Rover models as 

shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 Range Rover and Freelander Roofs 

      
Source: AB Airflow 

More recently the rear roof panel has been further improved as shown below in Figure 7. 

          Figure 7 Latest development in rear roof panel design 

 
        Source: AB Airflow 2010 
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This development shown in Figure 7 is more than twice as efficient as the older TNT design and has been 

independently tested numerous times. Fuel savings of 3.5% on a trailer at 56mph were recorded at the MIRA 

test track and the same saving was found on a Tesco rigid vehicle at 50mph at Millbrook’s test track. Castle 

Cement reported an in-service saving of 3%. (Cole 2010). 

Therefore, the simple ‘boat tail’ is a backwards step on currently and previously available aerodynamics 

technology. 

 

Lower overall height of vehicle 

Lowering the height of the semi-trailer was also reported in the same article (Cole 2010) and stated in several 

of the Governments Freight Best Practice publications. 

 

Smooth trailer underside and open rear section of trailer to help air flow out from 

underneath 

The open rear was also a feature on the 1990 TNT trailer. 

Most, if not all, fridge trailers have a smooth underside and this Waitrose trailer is a standard Gray and Adams 

build with regard to this and the open rear has been used on Gray and Adams built trailers since 1992 when 

aerodynamic trailers were supplied to NFT. 

 

Tractor aerodynamic kit matched to trailer - with gaps filled 

 
Figure 8 Tractor 

Waitrose 2008 DAF OEM          Waitrose 2014 

      
Source: D. Callcut            Gray and Adams Ltd    
                      http://www.gray-

adams.com/6,1699/news/waitrose_hails_gray_adams_key_role_in_clean_green_trailer_project_/   

                             Accessed 28 December 2016 

The factory DAF CF day cab aerodynamic kit (Figure 8) has been substituted by a new system. This new system 

was originally designed in 2002 for a Morrisons’ Foden Alpha day cab (DAF CF cab) by AB Airflow (Figure 9) 

and copied by DAF/Hatcher, again for Morrisons, in 2005. However, when copied an important patented 

aerodynamic feature was removed, but it will still perform vastly better than a standard DAF OEM system. 
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Figure 9 AB Airflow Foden/DAF Aerodynamic Kit 

          

Source: AB Airflow 2002              AB Airflow 2010 

 

The gap between the tractor and trailer (Figures 1 and 8) is still too big because John Lewis use day cab tractor 

units, the fifth wheel on the tractor unit cannot usually be moved forward without overloading the front axle. 

A sleeper cab version was produced by AB Airflow for TNT in 2006 shown in Figure 10. 

  Figure 10 DAF CF sleeper cab with 2006 AB Airflow aerodynamic tractor system 

   

  Source AB Airflow 2006 
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A test carried out at the MIRA Proving Ground in June 2008 for the Cartwright Group showed an 8% fuel 

saving when this system replaced a standard OEM DAF CF adjustable system at 56mph when pulling a 

standard trailer. With this latest AB Airflow tractor system connected to the 1990 design TNT Cartwright 

aerodynamic trailer the overall saving was 12%. 

AB Airflow further reduced the gap on an M&S DAF CF sleeper cab where some of the trailers in use had a 

short pin position as shown in Figure 11 on an M&S DAF CF 

 

    Figure 11 DAF CF sleeper cab with 2007 AB Airflow aerodynamic tractor system. 

 
    Source: AB Airflow 2007 

 

CFD or a small scale wind tunnel will not reveal something that was found on the 4/10
th

 scale model: the 

Waitrose tractor in Figure 8 has side skirts, these actually do very little compared to their cost and 

interestingly when the tractor skirt was cut in half and the rear half removed the vehicle was actually more 

aerodynamic. 

 

Trailer side skirts 

Whilst not mentioned as a fuel saving improvement the Waitrose trailer shown in Figure 12 has side skirts. 

These appear to be no more advanced than those shown by Hucho in Figure 4. 

  Figure 12 Waitrose trailer with side skirts      
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The 1990 TNT skirts are much more efficient than these, apart from the covering of the top of the wheels. 

Doing so is more aerodynamic, but must be balanced by the need for the parts covering the tyre to be hinged 

for the driver to inspect the tyres and wheel nuts prior to each journey. This is a decision for the fleet 

engineer, but the Waitrose skirt in reality is not much more efficient than the design below in Figure 13, which 

does allow a complete tyre inspection. The problem is the wheel dish, a wheel cover or trim cannot be used 

because of the need for the driver to view the wheel and especially wheel nuts. Any covering of the tyres 

must also be able to withstand the considerable forces resulting from a tyre wall failure.  

 

Figure 13 Close Fitting Open Wheel Arch Arrangement

 

Source: AB Airflow – Tesco Development Trailer April 2013 

 

Further improvements have been realised in side skirt design since 1990, so the aerodynamic efficiency of the 

Waitrose type skirts has been improved as shown in Figure 14 below. 

 

 Figure 14 AB Airflow side skirt system as tested by Gist on an M&S trailer at MIRA 

  
 Source AB Airflow 

Note: Design shown subject to UK Patents GB2343661 and GB2348400 

The side skirt system in Figure 14 recorded an improvement in fuel consumption of 5.2% at 56 MPH when 

tested at the MIRA Proving Ground. The large radius front panel extends in front of the trailer leg, shrouds the 

leg, thereby smoothing the airflow passing along the skirt and cleaning up some of the turbulent air that exits  
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the rear of the tractor unit that passes down the centre of the trailer. The nearside panel requires a method 

for leg handle access. Figure 15 shows how the handle is stowed in a holster with self-setting safety catch. 

 

   Figure 15 AB Airflow patented leg handle panel 

    
   Source AB Airflow 

 

The inward taper to the rear of the skirt behind the wheels shown in Figure 16 functions the same way as roof 

tapering by increasing base pressure at the rear or more simply described as filling the void at the back.  

  Figure 16 Asda trailer with taper rear panel 

   
  Source AB Airflow November 2010 
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An even more efficient rear design has just been developed and is shown in Figure 17. 

 

 

         Figure 87 New 2016 rear panel, patent pending. 

 
   Source: Lawrence David Ltd. September 2016 Tesco Trailer 

 

The effectiveness of side skirts is a linear relationship to the depth of the skirt: the closer to the ground the 

more efficient they are, but then they are more prone to damage. Most distribution centres have kerbs 300 

millimetres high, so a ground clearance of a minimum 350 millimetres is prudent. However, the use of flexible 

extensions as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 18 can increase the efficiency by reducing the ground clearance 

to 150-200 millimetres. 

       Figure 18 AB Airflow patented Flexible Skirt Extension     

        
       Source: AB Airflow April 2013 

 

It should also be noted that using a low powered engine because the drag on the truck is reduced, using the 

vehicle engine to power the fridge unit and low rolling resistance tyres are not new. 

Conclusion 

It is likely that 5% or possibly more of the claimed fuel savings of 7% comes from changing the tractor 

aerodynamic system to the AB Airflow design, which has not been made clear – see headline linked on Page 1 

above. This is, to say the least, misleading. This 7% does not compare well with the 2008 Cartwright test of a 

12% saving. 

It has been stated that the Cambridge University led consortium has received in excess of £100,000 from tax-

payers and yet these “advanced aerodynamics” are not even state of the art. More advanced designs are 

shown in the Freight Best Practice publications, Quick Guide to Aerodynamics and Smoothing the Flow at TNT 

Express and Somerfield using Truck Aerodynamic Styling both of which were published over seven years ago. 
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There is nothing on the Waitrose trailer that dates back less than twenty years and so clearly nothing that can 

be patented and be of benefit to the UK. 

A 1/10
th

 scale model has been built when there was no need as one already exists and also a 4/10
th

 model 

that is very much more accurate. 

There is a real danger that more tax-payers money will be spent in order to reinvent that which is known and 

already exists in the UK. Furthermore, without a careful assessment of current technology including the USA 

and Canada, where there has been much activity in this technology area it cannot be known whether there is 

freedom to operate. Even worse, by use of a 1/10
th

 scale model conclusions are likely to be drawn that are 

completely wrong.  

AB Airflow have a highly detailed 4/10
th

 scale model, this is the largest truck model in the UK( and in Europe 

until recently when Mercedes built one of similar size), it will scale and give more accurate results, the only 

limitation being that the UK does not have a moving ground plane wind tunnel for this size model. The model 

does have pneumatic tyres on steel wheels with roller wheel bearings so this could be done abroad if the 

need was felt and funds permitted. AB Airflow have been working on truck aerodynamics for twenty-five 

years, have led the world in developments and are acutely aware of the industries needs and regulations and 

have kept abreast of the developments and reports from the USA and Canada. Breakthroughs only come by 

innovation through experimentation and observation, then confirmed by the data on a large model and the 

data on real trucks. AB Airflow are innovative and have the 4/10
th

 model. 
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